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SHARON CORNELISSEN, PhD   sharon_cornelissen@harvard.edu   
        Phone: (609)-540-0741    
        www.linkedin.com/in/sharon-cornelissen 

SUMMARY 

Housing and community development researcher with a Ph.D. in Sociology, who brings expertise in 
ethnographic methods, qualitative research design, and mixed-methods research. Resourceful in crafting 
research directions, experienced at coordinating multiple projects simultaneously, and marked by strong 
oral and written communication skills. Passionate about promoting affordable, inclusive homeownership 
and racial equity in housing and neighborhoods. 

EXPERIENCE 

Postdoctoral Fellow, Harvard University Joint Center for Housing Studies  2019-2023 
• Designed and executed a new ethnography which examines how rising housing unaffordability is 

shifting regional and racial inequalities in homeownership in metro Boston, by collecting 
ethnographic data (50+ field visits), moving to Brockton to become immersed in this community, and 
interviewing 40 housing stakeholders and residents. 

• Co-authored 7 Joint Center blogs, one peer-reviewed research paper, one book chapter, and one 
working paper, and gave 2 Housing Research Seminar talks, which reached approximately 7500 
unique viewers per blog and 350 listeners per presentation, and were featured in the Boston Globe 
(2x), the Chronicle of Higher Education, 3 local newspapers, and 2 congressional reports. 

• Raised over 35K in grant funding for research, including a Research Partnership grant from the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 

• Funded and hired 2 student research assistants and supervised and directed interviewing data 
collection and quantitative analysis of HMDA data. 

President, Harvard Faculty of the Arts and Sciences Postdoc Association  2020-2021 
• Helped design, disseminate, and analyze a Qualtrics survey on Postdoc experiences (N = 400) and 

presented findings to leadership, which led to a $3000 raise in the minimum Postdoc salary, doubling 
of childcare benefits, and passage of a Postdoc Handbook.  

• Coordinated a team of 6 to organize 4 professional development events and 10 social events (during 
the pandemic), engaging an estimated 300 out of 1300 Postdocs. 

 
Lecturer, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands      2020 

• Designed and taught the new course “Race, Racism and the City,” which synthesized contemporary 
conversations around racism in Europe, while responding to needs of the graduate curriculum. 

• Innovated a hybrid teaching model for 17 students, by learning best-practices from 4 other pandemic 
educators and collaborating with University of Amsterdam staff. 

• Mentored and trained graduate students in research skills, which led to 7 students reaching out for 
ongoing mentorship after the semester and a contract extension offer. 

Doctoral Researcher, Princeton University        2015-2019 
• Acquired a competitive book contract with University of Chicago Press and wrote an accessible, well-

written book for a general audience based on 3 years of ethnography in Detroit. 
• Designed and executed an ethnography of Brightmoor in Detroit, studying the changing dynamics after 

white newcomers moved into this majority Black, depopulated community, including by writing over 
1,500 pages of ethnographic fieldnotes, interviewing 60 residents and stakeholders, and coding and 
analyzing all fieldnotes in NVivo software.  

• Developed relationships with over 130 residents, community leaders, and housing stakeholders over 
three years, while owning and living in a $7000 house in the Brightmoor neighborhood of Detroit. 
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• Raised over 23K in grant funding for research, including from the National Science Foundation. 
• Disseminated findings in 2 peer-reviewed journal articles, 12 conference presentations, and 7 invited 

talks, and wrote and defended a 270-page dissertation. 

Community Advocate, Detroit          2015-2018 
• Initiated and led tax foreclosure prevention efforts in Brightmoor for three years, including by creating 

outreach lists based on online data, and mobilizing 35 local volunteers representing 5 Churches and 
5 community organizations to knock on over 300 doors each year, helping an estimated 90 local 
homeowners from losing their homes.  

• Convinced a local organization to join as organizational plaintiff in “Morningside v. Sabree,” and wrote 
a community impact statement for this ACLU Michigan and NAACP lawsuit that helped reform 
property tax policies and protect thousands of Detroiters against losing their homes. 

 
EDUCATION 
Ph.D. in Sociology, Princeton University, 2019     
 With distinction 
M.A. in Sociology, New School for Social Research, 2013   

4.0 GPA 
B.A. in Liberal Arts, University College Utrecht, The Netherlands, 2011  
 4.0 GPA  

 
SELECTED WRITING 
Forthcoming Book 
Cornelissen, Sharon. Cutting the Tall Grass: Hardship and Privilege in the Depopulated City. Under Contract at  

The University  of Chicago Press, Fieldwork Discovery and Encounters Series 
 
Academic Writing 
Cornelissen, Sharon and Alexander Hermann. Forthcoming. “COVID-19’s Effects on Housing Insecurity: Pre-
 Pandemic and  Pandemic Pathways to Racial Inequalities in Housing.” [Journal of Urban Affairs]  
Cornelissen, Sharon and Christine Jang-Trettien. Forthcoming. “Housing in the Context of Urban Decline.”  
 [The Sociology of Housing, The University of Chicago Press. Eds. Brian McCabe and Eva Rosen] 
Cornelissen, Sharon. 2022. ““Remember, this is Brightmoor:” Historical Violence, Neighborhood Experiences, 
 and the Hysteresis of Street Life.” Urban Affairs Review 58(3): 832-860  
Cornelissen, Sharon. 2020. “National Politics, Neighborly Politics: Ethno-Nationalism and  

Racism in Detroit under Trump.” Sociological Forum (35)2: 419-442.  
Cornelissen, Sharon. 2016. “Turning Distaste into Taste: Context-Specific Habitus and   
 the Practical Congruity of Culture.” Theory and Society 46(6): 501-29.  
Cornelissen, Sharon. “The Homeowner-Ethnographer: Housing and Ethnography from Access to Analysis” 

[Revise and Resubmit at Qualitative Sociology] 
 
Select Blogs and Briefs 
Cornelissen, Sharon, Daniel McCue and Raheem Hanifa. “Black Immigrant Homeowners: National Trends and 

the Case of Metro Boston. Joint Center Working Paper, January 2023.  
Ranalli, Madeline and Sharon Cornelissen. “Homebuying Challenges in a Tight Housing Market: Perspectives 

from Brockton, Massachusetts.” Joint Center Blog, September 2022.  
 
Skills 
NVivo, Zotero, R, Excel, PowerPoint, ArcGIS (learner), IRB certified  
Languages: English and Dutch (fluent), German (intermediate), French and Cape Verdean Creole (learner) 


